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Reference numbers prefaced with “#” and highlighted in blue refer to individuals in the 
Hardaker One-name Study database on the HardakerFamily.id.au web site

The name Hannah appears to have been quite popular from around the middle 1700s.  We have 
records for multiple Hannah Hardakers born around this time within the Guiseley parish area.  One 
of these births of particular interest to us is the Hannah Hardaker, daughter of Richard, named 13 
July 1760, recorded at the Buckstone Baptist Chapel.  Strangely, we also have a baptism for what 
we suspect to be the same child at Rawdon Chapel on 10 Jul 1761, the register entry reading 
“Hannah dau of Richard Hardaker in the second year of her age”.

Recent research into our Hardaker ancestry suggests that our family are descended from Richard 
Hardaker #61 and Alice Holdsworth #688 who married somewhere close to Halifax in December 
17331.  We believe it likely that Richard and Alice were part of the Buckstone Baptist Chapel 
congregation for many years following their marriage.  The pair were recorded in the church book 
in 1755 and we think that Alice was probably buried at the chapel in 1786.  We have theorised that 
Richard and Alice would have been having children between around 1735 and 1755 including our 
confirmed ancestor Richard #270 who we think was born about 1742-45.  Unfortunately we have 
almost no record of the children born to Richard and Alice most likely because there are no known 
birth records for Buckstone Chapel prior to about 1750.  Hannah born in 1760 is the second 
Hardaker child recorded at Buckstone Chapel2.  We have the name of her father, Richard, and it is 
biologically possible, although somewhat unlikely, that she was the daughter of Richard and Alice 
(Alice was born in early 1712, so would have been around 48 when Hannah was born).  If Hannah 
does belong to Richard and Alice, this would make her the sister of our ancestor Richard #270, and 
a candidate for further investigation on that basis.

What then happened to this Hannah Hardaker and are we able to determine who her parents were?  
This paper attempts to answer these questions.

There are four marriages involving a Hannah Hardaker that are reasonably likely candidates for 
Hannah born in 1760 (assuming she survived into her late teens or early/mid twenties):

Table 1:  Hannah Hardakers married 1775-1795 in/around Guiseley area

Bride and Groom Date Place Other information

Hannah Hardaker and 
William Harwood

2 Mar 
1777

Guiseley 
church

Both of Horsforth, both signed their names.  Witnesses were John Hardaker 
and William [Amos?]

Hannah Hardaker and 
Thomas Cowell

11 Jan 
1779

Calverley 
church

Thomas a cabinet maker, Hannah a spinster of Calverley parish. Both 
signed heir names.  Witnesses were John Leigh and Joseph Wilkinson.

Ann(e) Hardaker and 
Samuel Thornton

13 Sep 
1783

Calverley 
church

Samuel and Ann both of Calverley parish. Samuel a clothier, Ann a spinster.
Ann made her mark.  Witnesses were Henry Slater and William Wilkinson.

Hannah Hardaker and 
Richard Roo

16 Aug
1785

Guiseley 
church

Both of Guiseley parish.  Richard signed his name, Hannah made her mark. 
Witnesses were Robert Hardaker and Joseph Claughton (both signed).

1 See http://hardakerfamily.id.au/histories/Research_on_Richard_Hardaker_of_Rawdon_-_A_30_Year_Old_Puzzle_Solved.pdf

2 The first recorded birth (naming) at Buckstone Chapel was for James Hardaker, son of Roger, named in July 1755.
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Hannah and William (1777):  It is probable that this is Hannah #242 born about 1754 and christened
at Horsforth Chapel in March of that year.  She would have been about 23 in 1777, very typical for 
females marrying for the first time.  We note the witness John Hardaker to the marriage.  This could
have been Hannah’s father (John #88) or her older brother (John #237).

Hannah and Thomas (1779):  We are confident that this is Hannah #73 daughter of Robert born 
about 1759 and christened at Rawdon Chapel in April of that year.  Hannah and Thomas had a child,
John, baptised at Idle Holy Trinity Chapel in January 1790, and the child’s mother was recorded as 
‘Hannah Cowell daughter of Robert Hardaker’.

Ann and Samuel (1783):  We are confident that Ann is Anne #76 daughter of Robert (and younger 
sister to Hannah #73 above) born about 1764 and christened at Rawdon Chapel in June of that year. 
Her father left a will dated October 1783 (a month after Ann and Samuel’s marriage), in which 
Anne (known as Nanny) and her husband are mentioned:  ‘To my daughter Nanny wife of Samuel 
Thornton £70 and my dressing table in the chamber.’

Hannah and Richard (1785):  We are left with this marriage as the most likely one involving 
Hannah born about 1760.  

Before we can match the last of these Hannahs to the one named at Buckstone Chapel we need to 
consider any other Hannah births around the right time (circa 1750-1765).  We have these 
candidates:

 Hannah Hardacre #298 baptised 2 Dec 1751 at Bramley, father William, mother Grace.  We 
can find no record of an early death for this Hannah, however birth date (she would have 
been 34 in 1785) and location make her a relatively unlikely candidate.

 Hannah Hardaker #242 baptised 3 Mar 1754 at Horsforth Chapel, father John.  As noted 
above we have this Hannah marrying William Harwood in 1777.

 Hannah Hardaker #73 baptised 1 Apr 1759 at Rawdon Chapel, father Robert.  Also as noted 
above, we have this Hannah marrying Thomas Cowell in 1779.

There are no other Hannahs recorded born/baptised in or around the Guiseley area between 1740 
and 1771.  We also need to check on burial records for Hannah Hardakers between 1760 and 1785 
to see whether there is any record of Hannah b. 1760, father Richard, having died.  We find the 
following:

 Hannah Hardaker #81 buried 27 Jun 1760 at Guiseley Church, daughter of James.
 Ann Hardaker #150 buried 1 Jan 1765 at Bradford Church, wife of William.
 Ann Hardaker #177 buried 16 Mar 1766 at Calverley Church, wife of Robert.
 Hannah Hardaker #289 buried 13 Jun 1773 at Guiseley Church, daughter of John.
 Hannah Hardaker #326 buried 20 Mar 1774 at Bramley Church, recorded as “W[ife] of 

Joseph Hardaker” and aged 26 (b. c. 1748).
 Ann Hardaker #70 buried 20 Apr 1775 at Rawdon Chapel, wife of Robert and aged 40 (b. c. 

1735).
 Hannah Hardaker #249 buried 22 Jun 1783 at Rawdon Chapel, daughter of Abraham and 

aged 1 month (b. May 1783).
 Ann Hardaker #386 buried 18 Nov 1783 at Adel Church, recorded as “a single woman of 

Headingly”.
 Hannah Hardaker #2705 buried 19 Mar 1785 at Calverley Church, daughter of John.

None of these would seem to be a potential match to Hannah daughter of Richard, so on this basis 
we can match the Hannah who married Richard Roo in 1785 with good confidence to the Hannah 
born 1760 (named at Buckstone Chapel and, we think, also baptised at Rawdon Chapel about a year
later).
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Richard Father of Hannah

Now we turn to the problem of identifying Hannah’s parents.  We have the name of her father, 
Richard. and very little else.  We therefore start with a list of known Richard Hardakers thought to 
be alive, married and having children in the Guiseley area around 1760.  This list is fairly short:

 Richard #61 b. 1704 and Alice née Holdsworth #688 b. 1712 (m. 1733).  As already noted, 
this couple are a fairly unlikely possibility with Alice being around 48 when Hannah was 
born.

 Richard #54 b. 1704 and (second wife) Ellen née Nickson #694 b. ? (m. 1742).  This couple 
lived at Chapel Allerton and baptised a son Joseph there in 1750.  We have some (confusing)
evidence suggesting that Ellen may have died before 1760.  Highly unlikely.

 Richard #56 b. 1707 and Mary née Northrop #715 b. 1714 (m. 1744).  This couple lived at 
Bradford and had at least nine children there between 1745 and 1760).  Highly unlikely.

 Richard #92 b. 1730 and Hannah née Briggs #101 b. 1725 (m. 1755).  This couple were 
living at Rawdon and baptising children at Rawdon Chapel between 1756 and 1771.  Clearly
this couple are strong candidates as parents for Hannah.

This then leaves us with Richard and Hannah as the clear favourites, with Richard and Alice a 
distant second possibility.  The other two (Richard & Ellen, and Richard & Mary) as so unlikely that
we have excluded them from any further research and analysis.

We do have some important additional data.  This being the names and signatures of the two 
witnesses to the marriage of Hannah and Richard Roo (below).  These being a Robert Hardaker and 
a Joseph Claughton.  It is probable that Robert was a close relative to Hannah (often an older 
brother or uncle), and Joseph is likely to be related to Hannah or Richard in some way.

Of the two witnesses, Robert would seem the more promising of the two in terms of establishing a 
connection between either Richard & Alice Holdsworth or Richard & Hannah Briggs.  We have the 
following Robert Hardakers born between about 1700 (potentially Hannah’s father) and 1770 
(potentially a brother):

Table 2: Robert Hardakers who could have been father or brother to Hannah

ID Born Relationships Signature(s) Comment

#43 1695 Cousin once removed to Richard #61; 
Cousin once removed to Richard #92.

No sample signature 65 when Hannah was born.  No 
apparent close relationship.  
Highly unlikely.

#68 1727 Father of Hannah (1759) and Ann 
(1764) listed in Table 1.  Second 
Cousin to Richard #61; Cousin to 
Richard #92

This Robert is the father of 
Hannah b. 1759 who married 
Thomas Cowell, which essentially
eliminates him. Signatures are a 
poor match.  Not a candidate.
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ID Born Relationships Signature(s) Comment

#167 1750 Second cousin once removed to 
Richard #61; Nephew of Richard #92. N/A

Died aged about 13 in 1763 - 
“Robert son of William Hardaker 
(of) Horsforth”.  Not a candidate.

#75 1762 Second cousin once removed to 
Richard #61; Cousin once removed to 
Richard #92.

Possibility.  Close in age.  Family 
link to Richard #92.  Signature 
match inconclusive (some 
similarities, some differences).

#191 1763 Second cousin once removed to 
Richard #61; Second cousin once 
removed to Richard #92.

Distant relative to both Richards. 
Signature a poor match.  Born and 
lived at Rodley.  Most unlikely.

Of these, Robert #75 is the only possible candidate for the witness to Hannah’s marriage.  Our 
research suggests that Robert’s father (Robert #68) was the cousin to Richard #92 (one of the two 
possible father’s for Hannah).  This Robert was about the same age as Hannah.  His signature 
(marriage to Mary Gill in 1783) has some similarities to the signature of the unidentified witness.  
However the formation of the letter r (three of which) differs between the two signatures, making it 
difficult to say for certain that this is the same person.

In summary, we have a somewhat uncertain identity of the witness Robert to a family with a not 
particularly close family link to Richard and Hannah Briggs.  Certainly not a brother or father as we
had hoped, and on this basis hardly conclusive evidence upon which to base an identification of 
Hannah’s father.

We turn to the other witness to the marriage between Hannah and Richard Roo, this being Joseph 
Claughton.  He could be connected to either Hannah or Richard, but worthy of further investigation 
in any case.  To determine the identity of Joseph with reasonable certainty (ie, parentage, marriage 
and children), an examination of all Claughton births, marriages and deaths in the Guiseley area 
during the 1700s was required.  A summary of this family tree is included as Appendix A.  The 
relevant section of this tree is shown in the figure below:

We have a sample signature for Joseph b. 1740 (in red) on his marriage to Ann Teal in 1772 to 
compare with the signature of Joseph the witness:
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Joseph m. Ann Teal in 1772 Joseph witness to Hannah Hardaker m. 1785

Allowing for the time difference of 13 years between these two signatures, and other variables, they
are a fairly good match.

The same Joseph Claughton was a witness to the marriage of Roger Hardaker #93 and Hannah 
Claughton #332, Joseph’s sister, in 1772 (in yellow in the previous figure).  The two men were 
clearly on friendly terms because Roger was a witness to Joseph’s marriage to Ann Teal about a 
month later.

And here we finally have a clear link to one of the two Richard Hardakers (potential fathers of 
Hannah).  Roger #93 is the brother of Richard #92.  Assuming that Hannah b. 1760 is the daughter 
of Richard #92, Roger #93 would be her uncle, and Joseph is Roger’s brother-in-law.

Conclusion

Our analysis of the available information allows us to conclude that:

1. The Hannah named at Buckstone Baptist Chapel in 1760 and the Hannah baptised at 
Rawdon Chapel a year later are most likely the same person.  This because we are able to 
account for the other Hannah’s born around that time, and we can find no record of any 
marriages or deaths that indicate that we have two different Hannahs born at this time.

2. Hannah, daughter of Richard Hardaker, born 1760, is most probably the Hannah Hardaker 
who married Richard Roo in 1785.

3. The Richard Hardaker named as this Hannah’s father is most likely Richard #92, born about 
1730 and who married Hannah Briggs in 1755.  This couple baptised seven children at 
Rawdon Chapel between 1756 and 1771.  Hannah appears to be the only one who was 
named at Buckstone Chapel as well as being baptised.  Richard and Hannah are more likely 
parents for Hannah than the other possible candidates, Richard #61 and Alice Holdsworth, 
with Alice in her late 40’s when Hannah was born.  Further, there is some evidence to 
suggest that the two witnesses to Hannah’s marriage to Richard Roo, Robert Hardaker and 
Joseph Claughton, may have a family connection to Richard #92 (with rather more 
confidence about Joseph than Robert).

Why Richard and Hannah (Briggs) named daughter Hannah at Buckstone Baptist Chapel, and then 
a year later had her baptised, remains a mystery.  To date we have found no information connecting 
Richard #92 to the Baptist congregation at Rawdon.  It is certainly plausible that Richard and 
Hannah were persuaded to switch to Baptism shortly before the birth of Hannah (1759-60), but 
switched back to the conventional church about a year later and had Hannah baptised at around one 
year old.
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Appendix A
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Notes

 The individuals in blue were recorded (named) at Buckstone Baptist Chapel.  We have two 
sons named Samuel (born 1774 and 1777) attributed to John and Anna Marshall with some 
uncertainty, this because these two children were baptised at Horsforth Chapel instead of 
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named at Buckstone Chapel.  We have no other John Claughton alive and married at the 
right time to attribute them to.

 We have attributed Josias (b. abt 1680 and m. Anne Thackrey 1705) to Josias b. circa. 1640 
on a best-guess basis. We have no birth/baptism record for Josias (junior), but the use of the 
unusual name suggests that this is correct.  We know of Josias senior due to the baptism of 
his other three children (Joseph, Elizabeth and John).

 The families of John (b. circa 1630) and Michael (b. circa 1645) are clearly distinct from the
others shown in the tree because these baptisms were all performed at Calverley Church or 
Pudsey Chapel, with the family often recorded as living at Pudsey.  The others (with the 
exception of the Buckstone chapel group) used Horsforth chapel for their baptisms and 
burials almost exclusively.

 Because of the Calverley/Pudsey association, we have attributed John (m. Mary? and later 
Mercy Raistrick) and Samuel (m. Ann Wayde) both born circa 1660 to John (b. circa 1630), 
father of Sarah, based largely on the reuse of the name John (first male child for both).  Both
John and Samuel baptised their children at Calverley/Pudsey.  However we have no 
birth/baptism records for these two individuals.

 We have a record of the marriage of a Michael Claughton to Ellen Baggfoote in 1671.  
There is no record of any children to a Michael until 1697 (then 1699, 1700 and 1703), 26-
32 years later.  It seem most unlikely that these children belong to Michael and Ellen.  Our 
proposed explanation is that we are missing the birth/baptism of a child named Michael to 
the couple around 1675.  We assume that this younger Michael married around 1696 aged in
his early 20s (we have no record of this marriage however), and this couple were the parents
of the four children born 1687-1703 (including another Michael).

 We have three children born to a Michael Claughton between 1736 and 1745.  We can find 
no likely marriage of a Michael in the 5-10 years prior to the first of these.  We do have two 
baptisms of Michael Claughtons in 1700 and in 1703.  With only 3 years between the two, 
and no sign of a death/burial for either, we have no way of determining which of the two 
Michaels produced these children.
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